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A Woman Is On Trial For
Laughing During A
Congressional Hearing
Activist was arrested by a rookie cop after
laughing at a claim that Jeff Sessions
treated “all Americans equally.”
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Another protester escorted out of Sessions hearing. Her original

offense appeared to be simply laughing.
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WASHINGTON ― The U.S. Capitol Police officer who decided to arrest an activist because she

briefly laughed during Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ confirmation hearing in January is a rookie

cop who had never conducted an arrest before nor worked at a congressional hearing.

Nevertheless, prosecutors persisted this week in pursuing charges against the 61-year-old

woman the rookie had taken into custody.

Katherine Coronado of the U.S. Capitol Police was in her second week on the job when she was

assigned to keep watch over Sessions’ confirmation hearing on Jan. 10. Coronado was involved

in the arrest of Desiree Fairooz, an activist affiliated with the group Code Pink, after Fairooz

laughed when Sen. Richard Shelby (R-Ala.) said that Sessions’ record of “treating all Americans

equally under the law is clear and well-documented.” (Sessions had been rejected as a federal

judge in the 1980s because of concerns about his views on race, and back when he was still a

Democrat, Shelby himself actually ran an ad suggesting Sessions had called the Ku Klux

Klan “good ole boys.”)

Fairooz was seated in the back of the room, and her laugh did not interrupt Shelby’s introductory

speech. But, according to the government, the laugh amounted to willful “disorderly and

disruptive conduct” intended to “impede, disrupt, and disturb the orderly conduct” of

congressional proceedings. The government also charged her with a separate misdemeanor for

allegedly parading, demonstrating or picketing within a Capitol, evidently for her actions after

she was being escorted from the room. 

A video shot by a HuffPost reporter that shows Fairooz being arrested was included as evidence

in the trial, which will continue at Superior Court in D.C. on Tuesday. The video jurors saw

Monday shows Coronado taking Fairooz into custody as she’s assisted by fellow officers.

Jason Covert, one of the assistant U.S. attorneys trying the case, asked Officer Coronado on

Monday whether the laughter was “loud enough to draw your attention” or if she recalled

“seeing other people turning around.” Coronado claimed she had seen other people turn around

and later said Fairooz had been laughing “very loudly.”
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